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Read this Article and then complete the activity



 

Creating a Strong Password 

Strong passwords have four main requirements listed in order of importance:  

1) The user can easily remember the password. 

2) It is not trivial for any other person to guess a password.  

3) It is not trivial for a program to guess or discover a password.  

4) Must be complex, containing numbers, symbols and a mix of upper case and lower case letters.  

Based on the list above, the first requirement is probably the most important because you need to be able to remember 

your password. For example, the password #4ssFrX^-aartPOknx25_70!xAdk<d! is considered a strong password because 

it satisfies the last three requirements, but it is very difficult to remember. Many organizations require passwords to 

contain a combination of numbers, symbols, and lower and upper case letters. Passwords that conform to that policy 

are fine as long as they are easy for the user to remember. Below is a sample password policy set for a typical 

organization:  

• The password must be at least 8-12 characters long  

• The password must contain upper- and lower-case letters  

• The password must contain a number 

 • The password must contain a non-alphanumeric character  
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a. Open a web browser and go to http://passwordsgenerator.net  

b. Select the options to conform to password policy set  

c. Generate the password. Is the password generated easy to remember?  

 Using an online password creation tool, create passwords based on random words. Notice that because the words are 

appended together, they are not seen as dictionary words.  

d. Open a web browser and go to http://preshing.com/20110811/xkcd-password-generator/  

e. Generate a random word password by clicking Generate Another! at the top portion of the webpage. 

f. Is the password generated easy to remember?  
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